
 

 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Citizens Utility Board and    ) 

The City of Chicago     ) 

   Petitioners,   ) Docket No.______ 

       ) 

Petition for investigation into Alternative   ) 

Retail Electric Suppliers’ compliance with  ) 

Section 16-115A of the Public Utilities Act  ) 

        

 

 

VERIFIED PETITION FOR INVESTIGATION INTO ALTERNATIVE  

RETAIL ELECTRIC SUPPLIERS’ COMPLIANCE  

WITH SECTION 16-115A OF THE PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT 

 

 Now comes the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), and the City of Chicago by its 

Corporation Counsel, Stephen Patton (“City”), pursuant to the authority conferred on the Illinois 

Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) by Sections 10-101 and 10-108 of the Public 

Utilities Act (“PUA” or “the Act”), 220 ILCS 5/10-101, and 5/10-108, to request that the 

Commission initiate an investigation of the compliance of certified Alternative Retail Electric 

Suppliers (“ARES”) with the price disclosure provisions in Section 16-115A of the PUA, 220 

ILCS 5/16-115A (i), (ii) and (iv), and all other applicable laws.  Since January 2014, CUB has 

received numerous complaints regarding large spikes in per kilowatt hour (kWh) electric 

commodity prices provided to customers of ARES on variable rate plans.  In its investigation of 

these complaints, CUB reviewed contracts of customers with variable rate provisions and 

believes that the description of the price terms in these contracts is not sufficient to meet the 

disclosure requirements in the Act.  Furthermore, several complaints allege that not only did the 

customer not understand what rate she was being charged, the customer was also not aware she 

was on a variable rate, or was not even aware she was in a contract with an ARES, which 

suggests other marketing abuses are at issue.  For the reasons set forth below, Petitioners request 
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that the Commission grant this Petition and investigate the compliance of each certified ARES in 

Illinois with the Public Utilities Act and the Commission’s Administrative Rules (“Rules”).  In 

support hereof, and upon information and belief, Petitioners state as follows: 

1. Pursuant to Section 16-115 of the PUA, ARES must obtain a certificate of service 

authority from the Commission before serving any retail customer.  220 ILCS 5/16-

115.   

2. Certified ARES must comply with the obligations enumerated in Section 16-115A, 

220 ILCS 5/16-115A, including the following: 

i) Any marketing materials which make statements 

 

concerning prices, terms and conditions of service shall 

contain information that adequately discloses the prices, terms 

and conditions of the products or services that the alternative 

retail electric supplier is offering or selling to the customer. 

 
 

(ii) Before any customer is switched from another 

 

supplier, the alternative retail electric supplier shall give the 

customer written information that adequately discloses, in 

plain language, the prices, terms and conditions of the 

products and services being offered and sold to the customer. 

 
 

(iii) An alternative retail electric supplier shall 

 

provide documentation to the Commission and to customers 

that substantiates any claims made by the alternative retail 

electric supplier regarding the technologies and fuel types 

used to generate the electricity offered or sold to customers. 

 
 

(iv) The alternative retail electric supplier shall 

 

provide to the customer (1) itemized billing statements that 

describe the products and services provided to the customer 

and their prices, and (2) an additional statement, at least 

annually, that adequately discloses the average monthly 

prices, and the terms and conditions, of the products and 

services sold to the customer. 
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3. The Commission promulgated rules regarding the Minimum Contract Terms and 

Conditions required in ARES sales contracts, which include the following 

requirement: 

d) The charges for the service for the length of the contract and, 

if any charges are variable during the term of the contract, an 

explanation of how the variable charges are determined; 

 

83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 412.110(d). 

4. The PUA requires that a certified ARES must continue to comply with the 

requirements for certification stated in subsection (d) of Section 16-115, which 

requires, among other things, that the applicant [ARES] comply with all other 

applicable laws and regulations.  220 ILCS 16-115(d)(8).  Among other applicable 

laws, the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act prohibits “Unfair 

methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices, including but not 

limited to the use or employment of any deception fraud, false pretense, false 

promise, misrepresentation or the concealment, suppression or omission of any 

material fact, with intent that others rely upon the concealment, suppression or 

omission of such material fact…” 815 ILCS 505/2. 

5. CUB is a nonprofit consumer advocate that represents the interests of residential 

utility customers across the state, pursuant to 220 ILCS 10/2.  CUB maintains a 

consumer hotline, which Illinois utility consumers can call to seek assistance with any 

utility issue.  The City is a municipal corporation of the State of Illinois that contains 

approximately 1.3 million residential, commercial, and industrial electric utility 
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consumers.  During the winter of 2014, CUB and the City each received numerous 

complaints relating to variable-priced ARES offers or contracts.
1
   

6. While neither CUB nor the City has the ability to comprehensively examine the 

marketing or sales scripts or contracts of the ARES, CUB reviewed several customer 

contracts of customers on variable rate plans with an ARES in its investigation of the 

complaints it received.  Examples of price descriptions of the variable rate in the 

contract terms and conditions CUB discovered are as follows: 

 Under a variable price agreement, your rate for the first month of service 

will be set forth at time of enrollment and confirmed in your Welcome 

Letter. After the first month you will pay a variable rate for electricity 

supply service, which can fluctuate on a month-to-month basis, as 

described in the Price section below. 

 

 Electric Variable Price shall each month reflect the cost of electricity 

obtained from all sources (including energy, capacity, settlement, 

ancillaries), related transmission and distribution charges and other 

market-related factors, plus all applicable taxes, fees, charges or other 

assessments and [ARES’] costs, expenses and margins. 

 
7. On CUB-City’s information and belief, these price descriptions do not adequately 

disclose the prices, terms and conditions of the products or services offered by the 

respective ARES, in violation of 220 ILCS 5/16-115A(ii), and do not indicate how 

the variable charges are determined in violation of 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 

412.110(d).   

8. The price descriptions highlighted above do not provide sufficient information to 

allow a customer to determine what price they will be paying on the variable rate.  

The price descriptions do not contain information regarding the index or formula that 

                                                           
1
 While some of these contacts sought information regarding ARES plans, CUB considers the vast majority as 

complaints, as they allege customer grievances about ARES service, and therefore these contacts will be referred to 

as “complaints” herein. 
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determines what rate they will pay, and there is no rate cap on the variable rate 

charges in these contracts. 

9. Several of the complaints CUB reviewed indicate that the consumer paid in some 

cases several times the comparable utility supply rate in the 2014 winter months on a 

variable rate with an ARES.  For example: 

 “…She is enrolled with [ARES] at a variable rate and is currently being billed 

at .108 per KWH which is double the current price with the utility.”  CUB 

Case ID: 00212694; 

 “Consumer states that in 12/12 a salesman from [ARES] showed up at his 

home and made a pitch for service with his roommate and himself. The 

consumer states that he was told that the rate would never increase, but due to 

the ‘price spike’ from January and February of 2014, his electric supply 

charges have exploded.”  CUB Case ID: 00212852; 

 “Consumer states that she does not really remember when she signed up with 

the company, but apparently, because of the price spike, her bill has tripled.”  

CUB Case ID: 00212985; 

 “The consumer states that his rate has increased more than 400% in the last 

two months. He states that he has been with the company for more than 2 

years with a variable rate, and never a spike like this. He believes the 

company has marginalized off the extreme weather conditions we have had.”  

CUB Case ID: 00211702; 

 “Consumer states that he signed up with [ARES] in the fall of 2013 and he 

states that the rep that signed him up did not explain that a variable rate could 
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change at any time, so now his bill has doubled and the current bill for the last 

30 day[s] is $484.83.”  CUB Case ID: 00211382; 

 “Consumer states that he was aware when he signed up with [ARES] 

sometime in 06/2014 or 07/2013 [sic] that he was on a special 3 month 

promotional rate of 0.62 [sic] cents a kilowatt, but he did not get back to them 

after the promotion was over so then he was put on a variable rate which 

continued to escalate from 6 cents to 8 cents a kilowatt to the current 0.124 

cents [sic] a kilowatt.”  CUB Case ID: 00212126. 

10. An examination of the CUB complaints also reveals that in some cases the consumer 

alleges she did not understand she was on a variable rate plan.  For example: 

 “I had no idea that the electric rate was variable and had no idea of the 

possibility of my rate doubling and tripling. I also believed that I had no other 

choice.  Everything was done in the rushed phone call over my lunch break 

and I do not believe that the issues were appropriately explained to me.”  CUB 

Case ID: 00210917; 

 “Consumer states that he was never told that he would be on a variable rate, 

subject to change at any time, or he would not have signed up.”  CUB Case 

ID: 00211382; 

 “Customer states that when she contacted [the utility] she was told that she is 

paying about 11 cents per kWh. Customer states that she was not aware that 

she was on a variable rate. Customer states that she was never explained that 

when she switch[ed].”  CUB Case ID: 00211659. 
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11. It is apparent from the complaints identified in paragraphs 8 and 9 that these 

customers did not realize they were exposing themselves to the type of significant 

price variability they experienced this winter.   

12. Further aggravating the lack of price transparency evident in the contract provisions 

highlighted above is, in certain cases, the alleged lack of customers’ knowledge that 

they were signed up with the ARES.  For example: 

 “Consumer believes she began getting bills from [ARES] in October 2013, but 

she is not sure that she authorized the switch of electricity suppliers.”  CUB 

Case ID: 00212687; 

 “Consumer states that she had conversation with a rep from this company in 

04/2013 about how she could save with this company. Consumer states that at 

that time, she did tell the rep that she would not sign up until they could show 

her how she could save, and the consumer states that that she was promised a 

profile would be sent to show what her savings would be, but she never got 

anything in the mail from this company.”  The customer later realized she 

was, in fact, in an ARES contract.  CUB Case ID: 00211606; 

 “Consumer believes she began getting bills from [ARES] in October 2013, but 

she is not sure that she authorized the switch of electricity suppliers.”  CUB 

Case ID: 00212687; 

 “Senior attended a CUB event and asked about her LIHEAP grants. We saw 

that she is enrolled with [ARES] at a variable rate and is currently being billed 

at .108 per KWH which is double the current price with the utility. She doesn't 

recall signing up with them at all.”  CUB Case ID: 00212694; 
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 “Customer states that she did not know that she was with an alternative 

supplier but that she has noticed that her bill has gone up. Customer states that 

her rate with this supplier is over 10 cents per kwh. Customer states that she 

does not know how she was signed up with this supplier.”  CUB Case ID: 

00211943; 

 “Customer states that she recently noticed the name [ARES] on her bill. 

Customer states that she did not know that she was with an alternative 

supplier but that she has noticed that her bill has gone up.”  CUB Case ID: 

00211943; 

 “The consumer states that she had no idea that she was with a different 

supplier and wants to know [when] she was signed up. She states she doesn't 

provide her account infomation to anyone.”  CUB Case ID: 00211952 

 “Customer states that she used to have [ARES] and that she called them and 

cancelled about 2 years ago.  Customer states that she paid a $50 exit fee and 

that she wanted to remain with [the utility]. However, customer states that she 

continuously kept getting calls from the ARES and that [ARES] is still now 

on her bill. Customer states that she never requested the change after she 

cancelled 2 years ago. Customer states that she is paying almost 13 cents per 

kwh which is double of [the utility] rate.”  CUB Case ID: 00212174; 

 “Consumer called Comed to see why her bills were higher and that is when 

she learned that she was no longer with Comed, but that her husband had 

signed them into a contract with [ARES], which he was told was going to 
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lower their bills but ended up having a rate of 1.4 [sic] kWh.”  CUB Case ID: 

00212452. 

13. These complaints suggest some ARES may not be compliant with the PUA’s 

requirement that the ARES provide the “customer written information that adequately 

discloses, in plain language, the prices, terms and conditions of the products and 

services being offered and sold to the customer,” (220 ILCS 5/16-115A(ii)) and the 

requirement to provide “an additional statement, at least annually, that adequately 

discloses the average monthly prices, and the terms and conditions, of the products 

and services sold to the customer” (220 ILCS 5/16-115A(iv)(2)). 

14. Moreover, these complaints suggest that certain ARES may be engaging in 

unauthorized switching, prohibited by 220 ILCS 5/16-115A(b), and/or misleading 

marketing prohibited by the Consumer Fraud Act, 815 ILCS 505/2. 

15. When seeking to cancel service or communicate a complaint to an ARES, several of 

the complaints indicate that the customer was unable to contact the ARES.  For 

example: 

 “Customer states that she wants to cancel the account with [ARES] but that 

she has not been able to speak with a live rep.”  CUB Case ID: 00211540; 

 “Customer states that she has been trying to reach out to [ARES] but that so 

far she has not been able to speak with someone.”  CUB Case ID: 00211659; 

 “Customer states that she try to contact the supplier but that she was not able 

to speak with a live rep.” CUB Case ID: 00211943; 

 “She tried to get a hold of someone from [ARES]and was never able to speak 

with anyone.”  CUB Case ID: 00212452. 
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 “Consumer would like to go back to ComEd for his electric supply, but he has 

not been able to reach this company by phone after many attempts.”  CUB 

Case ID: 00212852 

16. The complaints identified above suggest a disturbing trend of potential marketing 

abuses the economic impact of which is significant when the customer is on a 

variable rate plan with no rate cap.  These complaints raise serious questions about 

the compliance of ARES’ variable rate contracts and marketing material with the 

PUA and Commission Rules, as well as the Consumer Fraud Act. 

17. Pursuant to Section 16-115B(b) of the PUA, the Commission has the authority: 

(1) To order an alternative retail electric supplier to cease and desist, or correct, 

any violation of or non- conformance with the provisions of Section 16-115 or 

16-115A; 

(2) To impose financial penalties for violations of or non-conformances with the 

provisions of Section 16-115 or 16-115A, not to exceed (i) $10,000 per 

occurrence or (ii) $30,000 per day for those violations or non-conformances 

which continue after the Commission issues a cease and desist order; and 

(3) To alter, modify, revoke or suspend the certificate of service authority of an 

alternative retail electric supplier for substantial or repeated violations of or 

non-conformances with the provisions of Section 16-115 or 16-115A. 

Wherefore, pursuant to Sections 10-101 and 16-115B of the PUA, the Commission 

should: 

1. Initiate an investigation under Section 10-101 of the PUA into the compliance 

of certificated ARES with Sections 16-115A (i), (ii), and (iv) of the PUA. 
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2. As a result of the investigation, order those ARES found to be out of 

compliance with the PUA or Rules to cease and desist or correct any violation 

or nonconformance with Section 16-115A, impose financial penalties for any 

violations found, and/or alter, modify, revoke or suspend the certificate of 

service authority of an ARES if substantial and repeated violations of the Act 

are found. 

3. Take such other related actions as may be reasonable and necessary in order to 

conduct a thorough investigation and ensure compliance of ARES with the 

PUA and the Commission Rules. 

June 11, 2014     Respectfully, 

______________________________ 

Julie L. Soderna  

Director of Litigation  

CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD 

309 W. Washington, Ste. 800 

Chicago, IL  60606 

(312) 263-4282 x112 

(312) 263-4329 fax 

jsoderna@citizensutilityboard.org 

 

Orijit K. Ghoshal 

Assistant Corporation Counsel 

City of Chicago, Department of Law 

30 North LaSalle Street 

Suite 1400 

Chicago, IL 60602 

(312) 744-6936 

orijit.ghoshal@cityofchicago.org    
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